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In this paper, a review of different techniques used to measure the slip length on
superhydrophobic surfaces with large slip length is presented. First, we present the
theoretical models used to calculate the effective slip length on superhydrophobic surfaces
in different configurations of liquid flow. Then, we present the different techniques used
to measure the slip past these superhydrophobic surfaces: rheometry, particle image
velocimetry, pressure drop, surface force apparatus and atomic force microscopy.
Keywords: fluid slip; atomic force microscopy; surface force apparatus; rheometry; particle
image velocimetry; pressure drop
1. Introduction
Liquid flow close to the interface has received much attention recently, and it
has been studied theoretically and experimentally by several groups. Using the
newly developed techniques, it is actually possible to drive and probe the flow at
the micro/nanoscales. For a smooth hydrophobic surface, there is an agreement
that the fluid flow is subject to a slip close to the boundary [1–5]. The amount of
fluid slip is commonly represented by the slip b, which is typically of the order of
tens of nanometres. Very large slip length has been reported on superhydrophobic
surfaces [6–8]. Large slip length indicates that the liquid flow between confining
surfaces experiences a lower friction, and a solid moving in a liquid experiences a
lower drag force. Therefore, to create surfaces that increase slip length becomes
a hot topic in micro/nanofluidics devices.
In this paper, various techniques used to measure drag and slip length on
micro/nanostructured superhydrophobic surfaces with large slip length are
reviewed. Some theoretical models and calculated expressions for the effective
slip length on the superhydrophobic surface are presented first. Next, the different
techniques to measure the slip length are presented. This review is divided into
*Authors for correspondence (a.maali@loma.u-bordeaux1.fr; bhushan.2@osu.edu).
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Figure 1. Schematic of the microscopic hydrodynamic boundary condition, alternating stripes of
slip length b0 and slip length b1. Adapted from [12]. (Online version in colour.)
three sections. In §2, models and theoretical calculations of the effective slip length
on structured superhydrophobic surface are presented. In §3, various techniques
to measure large slip length, which include rheometry, particle image velocimetry,
pressure-drop, surface force apparatus (SFA) and atomic force microscope (AFM)
measurements, and some representative results are presented. In §4, a summary
and outlook are provided.
2. Calculation of the effective slip length
As mentioned earlier, several groups have theoretically investigated liquid flow
on superhydrophobic surfaces. They have calculated the effective slip length in
different situations. Here, the simplest models are recalled, and their results
are presented.
A planar surface with one-dimensional features, such as long grooves, usually
aligned or perpendicular parallel to the flow directions has been studied by several
authors. Philip [9,10] studied the flow in a pipe of radius R with stripes parallel to
the flow. In such situations, the pipe surface is patterned with a periodic no-slip
and slip region. When R→ ∞, the effective slip length is given by
bPhilip = L
p
ln
(
cos
(
pfg
2
))
, (2.1)
where L is the pitch of the pattern and fg is the gas fraction area (fraction of the
surface where the slip is infinity). fg is equal to (L − a)/L, where a is the stripe
width with zero slip length. For similar surfaces, but with a pattern perpendicular
to the flow, Lauga & Stone [11] calculated the slip length, and when the radius
of the pipe R→ ∞, their expression is reduced to
bLauga−Stone = L2p ln
(
cos
(
pfg
2
))
. (2.2)
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Figure 2. The effective slip length b as a function of the gas fraction area fg = (L − a)/L (fraction
of the surface where the slip is infinity). The curves represent the analytical calculations and the
circles the semi-analytical calculation: (a) flow perpendicular to the stripes and (b) flow parallel
to the stripes. Reproduced with permission from [12].
Cottin-Bizonne et al. [12] conducted semi-analytical calculations to calculate
the effective slip length on microstructured superhydrophobic surfaces. A
schematic of their situation is presented in figure 1. They solved the Navier–Stokes
equation and calculated effective slip length defined as b=Vs/g˙, where VS is the
effective velocity slip on the surface and g˙ is the shear rate that is imposed at
an infinite distance from the surface. They considered first a surface composed
of a succession of stripes of width a characterized by a slip length (b1 = 0) and
stripes of width L − a having an infinite slip length (b0 → ∞). The results are
presented in figure 2 for the case of flow parallel to the stripes (figure 2a) and
perpendicular to the stripes (figure 2b). As shown in figure 2, their approach is
in excellent agreement with the analytical results of Philip [9] (flow parallel to
stripes) and Lauga & Stone [11] (flow perpendicular to stripes).
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Figure 3. (a) Effective slip length b on a surface composed of alternating stripes with slip length
b0 and vanishing slip length (b1 = 0) as a function of the slip length b0 (the gas fraction area is
fg = 97%) and (b) effective slip length b on a surface composed of alternating stripes with slip
length b1 and infinite slip length b0 → ∞. The semi-analytical calculation was carried out for
different values of gas fraction area fg. The short-dashed lines are a guide to the eye. In the inset,
the same points are plotted on a linear scale. The dashed lines are linear fits to the measured
values of b. The shear flow in both cases is parallel to the stripes. Reproduced with permission
from [12]. Circles, fg = 0.833; squares, fg = 0.5; triangles, fg = 0.25; inverted triangles, fg = 0.1.
(Online version in colour.)
They also studied two other particular cases: one was a surface composed
of alternating stripes of no-slip (b1 = 0) and partial-slip length (b0) and the
second was a surface composed of alternating stripes of infinite-slip (b0 → ∞)
and partial-slip length (b1). Figure 3a,b shows the evolution of the macroscopic
slip length b as a function of the microscopic slip length b0 and b1, respectively.
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Figure 4. (a) Schematic of the liquid interface in a surface with two-dimensional patterning with
posts organized on a square lattice. (b) Normalized effective slip length beff/L for a composite
surface plotted against 1/
√
fs. The solid line represents the linear regression (beff/L= 0.325/√
fs − 0.44). Reproduced with permission from [13]. (Online version in colour.)
A surface with two-dimensional patterning, usually composed of a series of
posts distributed on a regular lattice as illustrated in figure 4a, is expected to
display lower friction than a surface with one-dimensional patterning. Ybert
et al. [13] were the first to calculate an expression that predicted the value of
the effective slip length for the given surface. Their results are based on semi-
analytical calculations, as mentioned above. They computed the effective slip
length as a function of the solid fraction (surface area where the slip length
vanishes). Then, a linear regression was performed on the numerical calculated
data that allows extraction of a useful and very simple expression for the effective
slip length beff as function of the solid fraction fs,
beff = L
(
0.325√
fs
− 0.44
)
. (2.3)
In figure 4b, the computed effective slip length divided by L, where fs = 1− fg =
a/L, is plotted for different values of the solid fractions fs.
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Figure 5. Schematic of a cone-and-plate rheometer, showing geometric parameters and reference
frames. Reproduced with permission from [19].
Davis & Lauga [14] conducted analytical calculations to derive an expression
of the effective slip length on the superhydrophobic surface composed of posts
suitably distributed on a surface. For posts on a square lattice and in the limit of
small coverage by the post (small solid fraction area), the value of the slip length
can be obtained analytically. Their expression predicts that the relation between
the slip length and the solid fraction is given by
beff = L
(
3
16
√
p
fs
− 3
2p
ln(1+ √2)
)
≈ L
(
0.332√
fs
− 0.421
)
. (2.4)
Notice here the good agreement between the expression derived by Davis &
Lauga [14] using analytical calculations and the expression derived by Ybert
et al. [13] using numerical calculations.
3. Measurement methods and results
(a) Rheometry experiments
In such experiments, the slip length was obtained through torque measurements
with a rheometer [15–18]. In figure 5, the schematic of a cone-plate rheometer is
shown; this is the most popular geometry because it produces a uniform shear
rate over the sample. When a cone of radius R with a very small angle q0 rotates
at angular velocity U, the slip length is related to the measured torque by
M = 2phUR
3
3q0
[
1− 3beff
2Rq0
+ 3b
2
eff
R2q20
− 3b
3
eff
R3q30
ln
(
Rq0 + beff
beff
)]
, (3.1)
where h is the viscosity of the liquid.
Lee et al. [15] and Lee & Kim [16] used a commercial rheometer (AR 2000,
TA instruments) whose operational torque range was between 0.1 and 200mNm,
with an angular velocity between 10−8 and 300 rad s −1. They studied surfaces
presenting well-regulated post and grate structures. The samples were created
by photolithography and deep reactive etching on a silicon wafer. The grates
were designed to be concentric so that they were parallel to the liquid flow in the
rheometer system, and the posts had a circular cross section and were distributed
in a square lattice. They studied the effective slip length versus the gas fraction
(solid fraction) and also the value of the effective slip length versus the pitch
value. In figure 6, the measured effective slip length for a fixed value of the gas
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Figure 6. The effect of the pitch on the slip length with a gas fraction fixed at 98% [15]. The solid
line represents theory for grates [11]; dashed line, theory for posts [13]; triangles, experimental
data for grates [15]; circles, experimental data for posts [15]. Reproduced with permission. (Online
version in colour.)
fraction (98%) is shown, but with varying pitches of 20, 50 and 60mm for a post
and 50, 200 and 250mm for grates. The depth for each sample was maintained to
be the same as the varying pitch. The slip length increases linearly with the pitch
for both posts and grates, which is in agreement with the theoretical predictions.
This result illustrates that as the pitch is larger, the produced slip length is larger
with a limitation fixed by the condition for the wetting transition.
Bocquet et al. [20] reported some questions about the accuracy of the
measurements of the slip length using a rheometer. They showed that the
uncertainty in the measurements can be of the same order of magnitude as
the slip length.
(b) Particle image velocimetry experiments
In order to measure the flow in the vicinity of such surfaces, particle image
velocimetry has been used by several authors [21–23]. In such techniques, the
velocity profile of the liquid can be measured with high accuracy, and the slip
length can be extracted from the equation [24] b= vs/vvs/vz , where vs and vvs/vz
are the velocity and the shear rate close to the surface.
The common set-up used in particle image velocimetry is based on the
measurement of the velocity of fluorescent particles embedded in water. An
example of these set-ups is used by Joseph et al. [22] to study water flow on
a superhydrophobic surface made of a carbon nanotube (CNT) forest. These
CNTs were embedded in a microfluidic set-up with a microchannel, as shown in
figure 7. A pressure-driven flow is induced by controlling inlet and outlet pressure.
Usually, the observation was made using an objective with a large numerical
aperture (NA= 1.3) to achieve a narrow depth of field. A scan in the vertical
direction allows a change of the position of the focal plane and measurement of
the velocity profile v(z) in the whole microchannel. The focal plane was controlled
with a piezo.
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Figure 7. Experimental particle image velocimetry set-up used by Joseph et al. [22]. A pressure-
driven flow is conducted in a microchannel made from glass/carbon nanotube forest surfaces. The
focal plane Z is controlled with a piezo. Velocimetry is measured using particle image velocimetry
over the whole channel depth. Reproduced with permission.
On CNT forest surfaces, Joseph et al. [22] measured the velocity profile
and extracted the slip length by fitting the data using the predicted Poiseuille
profile. They studied flow on CNT surfaces in the Cassie state (trapped
air pocket) and also surfaces in the Wenzel state where the CNT surfaces
are impregnated. (Descriptions of various wetting regimes can be found in
Nosonovsky & Bhushan [25].) In the latter surface, the effective solid–liquid
interface is fixed at the mean position between the top and the bottom of
the CNT. The characteristic lateral scale of these surfaces is related to the
nanotube interdistance, which can be tuned during the deposition process of the
nanotube on the substrate. The slip length was measured for a surface having
a lateral characteristic length between 1 and 6mm. For the surfaces prepared
in the Cassie state, the slip length increases with increasing length scale L, as
shown in figure 8. However, for the surfaces that are in the Wenzel state, the
slippage is strongly reduced owing to the absence of trapped air on the surface
and thus increases of liquid–solid friction. The error bars on figure 8 correspond
to dispersion in the measurements.
Ou & Rothstein [21] used particle imaging on superhydrophobic surfaces
fabricated from silicon wafers using photolithography and designed to incorporate
precise patterns of micrometre-sized ridges aligned in the flow direction.
A schematic of the surface is presented in figure 9a. In figure 9b, the velocity
profile across two different microchannels is shown, both with H = 80mm height.
For one of them, the superhydrophobic surface consists of w = 30mm wide
microridges spaced at d = 30mm, and for the second surface, w = 30mm and
d = 60mm. As given by the boundary conditions, the velocity profile on the
microridges is zero (no-slip). Above the microridges, the velocity increases to
a maximum near the centre line and returns to zero at the opposite surface,
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Figure 8. Measured slip length on the CNT surface as a function of the characteristic lateral length
scale L of the underlying CNT forests. Circles, surfaces in the Cassie state; squares, surfaces in
the Wenzel state. The dotted line is the theoretical prediction for the slip length [22]. Reproduced
with permission. (Online version in colour.)
which is a smooth surface with no-slip boundary conditions. However, when the
measurement was on the shear-free air–water interface (between the ridges), the
velocity is not equal to zero, and it is maximum for measurements at the centre
of the shear-free interface. For the surface having microridges (w = 30mm and
d = 60mm), the slip length extracted from the measurement is found to be equal
to b= 7.5mm. The measurements made are in agreement with their simulations,
as shown in figure 9b.
In summary, particle image velocimetry is a direct technique that studies liquid
flow close to solid surfaces. It allows direct access to the velocity profile and
extraction of the slip length with high accuracy. It was used to measure the
effective slip length on different superhydrophobic surfaces.
(c) Pressure-drop experiments
In such experiments, the slip length is extracted from the measurements of
pressure drop as a function of the flow rate in a microchannel [21,26]. Using the
Navier boundary conditions, the volume flow rate per unit length q of the fluid
between two infinite parallel plates separated by a height H is given by
q = H
3
4h
(
−dp
dz
)[
1
3
+ b
H + b
]
, (3.2)
where (dp/dz) is the pressure gradient and b is the effective slip length (in the
above expression, one of the surfaces is supposed to be superhydrophobic).
Ou & Rothstein [21] showed that the presence of an air–water interface on
superhydrophobic surfaces induces less resistance on the flow compared with no-
slip surfaces. They measured the drag reduction coefficient,
DR = Dpno-slip − DpSH
Dpno-slip
, (3.3)
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Figure 9. (a) Schematic of the superhydrophobic surface to perform particle image velocimetry for
measuring the slip length of water on these surfaces and (b) measurements of the velocity profile
and comparison with numerical simulations for the flow on the microchannel. The data are for
measurements for the vertical profile above the centre of the microridges (triangles), above the
centre of the free-shear interface for the surface having microridges spaced by d = 30mm (filled
squares) and above the centre of the shear-free interface for the surface d = 60mm (open squares).
Reproduced with permission from [21].
where DpSH is the experimentally measured pressure drop on the superhydro-
phobic surfaces and Dpno-slip is the pressure drop for flow over a no-slip surface
at the same flow rate.
An important consequence of the surface slip is the reduction of drag or
pressure drop, which is directly measured by the flow-rate measurement in
the experiment. They achieved, in some cases, drag reduction DR>40%, which
corresponds to a slip length larger than 20mm. They have also shown that the
drag reduction increased with increasing shear-free area. Figure 10 shows the drag
reduction versus the fraction of the free-shear area.
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Figure 10. The drag reduction as a function of the fraction of the shear-free interface area. The
solid line is a prediction of fluid dynamics simulations for a surface of 20mm microridges for various
space widths [8]. Reproduced with permission. (Online version in colour.)
(d) Surface force apparatus experiments
Steinberger et al. [27] used a homemade SFA to study the liquid flow on
superhydrophobic surfaces. They used a microstructured surface embedded with
a square lattice of calibrated cylindrical holes. The plain microstructured surface
was a hydrophilic surface wetted by water in the Wenzel regime where the holes
were filled by water. Silanized microstructured surfaces are superhydrophobic
surfaces, and the wetting state is the Cassie regime with air bubbles trapped
in the cylindrical holes. They studied the flow of a mixture water and glycerol
(viscosity h= 39± 2mPa s) using the dynamic SFA. The dynamic SFA measures
the real G ′(u) and the imaginary part G ′′(u) of the complex force acting on the
surfaces when the sphere of the SFA is vibrated in the normal direction with a
frequency u/2p.
The imaginary part of the complex force response G ′′(u) is the viscous damping
of the liquid flow, and it depends linearly on the gap for a distance larger than the
slip length. The linear extrapolation of the inverse of the viscous dampingG ′′−1(u)
intercepts the distance axis at a position given by the effective slip length. The
real part G ′(u) is related to the elastic interaction owing to the confined liquid.
For the surface wetted in the Wenzel state, some of the liquid inside the holes
contributes to the flow. The real no-slip plane lies underneath the top of the
wall, and thus the measured G ′′−1(u) gives an effective slip length of b= 105 nm
(figure 11a). The real part G ′(u) is equal to zero for all distances, as there is no
elastic deformation of the surface (figure 11b).
For the surface wetted in the Cassie state, the presence of air bubbles trapped
in the holes reduces the value of the effective slip length, as shown in figure 11c.
The asymptote of the inverse of the viscous damping intercepts the distance axis
at a distance of b= 20 nm. The real part G ′(u) of the response is not zero, and it
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Figure 11. Flow between a Pyrex sphere and a textured microstructured plane (see insets). In (a,b),
the surface is hydrophilic; the liquid fills the holes. In (c,d), the surface is superhydrophobic and
the liquid does not fill the holes. (a,c) Show the evolution of the inverse of the viscous damping
G ′′−1(u) as a function of the distance between the surfaces. The far-field asymptote (dashed line)
allows the determination of the slip length. (b,d) Show the evolution of the elastic part G ′(u) as a
function of the distance. Reproduced with permission from [27]. (Online version in colour.)
shows the contribution of the bubbles that deform under the pressure induced by
the flow (figure 11d). This elastic response confirms the presence of the bubbles
in the holes.
Steinberger et al. [27,28] and Hyväluoma & Harting [29] studied the influence
of the shape of the meniscus (contact angle of the bubbles) on the slip length.
Their numerical calculations showed a decrease of the effective slip length owing
to the meniscus curvature (figure 12). A huge decrease of the effective slip length
is obtained for menisci that correspond to a contact angle q> 45◦. The obtained
results are in agreement with the predictions of Richardson [30], which shows that
the boundary conditions for a shear-free interface become no-slip if the surface is
sufficiently rough.
In summary, this SFA experiment pointed out the role of the liquid–gas menisci
on the boundary conditions of the liquid flow. The gas trapped at the solid surface
can act as an anti-lubricant and promote high friction. These results cast some
doubts on whether the presence of nanobubbles can be responsible for the large
slip length on a smooth hydrophobic surface.
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numerical value in the hydrophilic case when the liquid fills the holes. Reproduced with permission
from [27]. (Online version in colour.)
(e) Atomic force microscope experiments
Bhushan et al. [31] have used a dynamic mode AFM experiment to
measure slip length on hydrophobic and superhydrophobic surfaces (also see
Wang & Bhushan [7]). Their experiments were calibrated using a hydrophilic
surface (mica) where the no-slip boundary conditions were well known. In
their experiment, a glass sphere of 42.4± 0.8mm diameter was glued to the
end of a cantilever (figure 13a). The substrate sample was approached to
the sphere at very low velocity, and the deflection signal was monitored as
an indicator to determine a hard contact position. They measured, using a
lock-in-amplifier, the amplitude and phase shift data as a function of piezo
displacement during the cantilever approach to the hydrophilic, hydrophobic and
superhydrophobic surfaces.
From the amplitude and phase, they extracted the total damping coefficient as
a function of separation distance between the sphere and the sample surfaces [32],
1+ gH
g0
= −A0
A
sin(4)
Q0√
1+Q20 + 2(A0/A) cos(4)+A20/A2
√
1+Q20
, (3.4)
where A0 is the free oscillation amplitude of the cantilever far from the surface,
while A is the amplitude of the cantilever at a given position, Q0 is the quality
factor of the cantilever far from the surface, 4 is the phase shift at a given position
and g0 is the bulk viscous damping coefficient far from the substrate surfaces.
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The damping coefficients versus distance are shown in figure 13b. For a given
separation distance, the total damping coefficient decreases with the sequence of
hydrophilic, hydrophobic and superhydrophobic surfaces, indicating an increasing
degree of boundary slip with increasing hydrophobicity. For each surface, the
calculated damping coefficient increases with decreasing separation distance.
In the analysis of the experiment of Bhushan et al. [31] to eliminate the
influence of surface roughness of hydrophobic and superhydrophobic surface on
boundary slip, they took the mean surface as a virtual plane where the solid–liquid
interface is located.
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To evaluate the degree of the slip length at the solid–liquid interfaces of the
three surfaces, the measured hydrodynamic damping coefficients were fitted using
gH = 6pR
2h
D
f ∗, (3.5a)
where f ∗ is the correction function that takes into account the boundary slip on
the surfaces, given by Vinogradova [33],
f ∗ = 1
4
1+ 6D
4b
[(
1+ D
4b
)
ln
(
1+ 4b
D
)
− 1
]}
, (3.5b)
where D is the closest separation distance between the sphere and the solid
surface, h is the viscosity of the liquid and gH is the hydrodynamic damping
coefficient. Slip lengths of about 43 and 236 nm are obtained on hydrophobic
and superhydrophobic surfaces, which indicate that the slip length increases with
increasing hydrophobicity.
In this experiment [31], the authors have assumed that the boundary slip is
described by the Vinogradova equation shown above. More recently, Asmolov
et al. [34] showed that on textured superhydrophobic surfaces, the effective slip
length is not independent of the distance in the drainage experiments. Asmolov
et al. [34] suggested a new expression to evaluate the slip length on textured
superhydrophobic surfaces, and it will be useful to check such expressions in
forthcoming AFM experiments.
4. Summary and outlook
This paper presents a review of different techniques for measurement of the
large slip length on superhydrophobic surfaces. First, the theoretical models
used to calculate the effective slip length on superhydrophobic surfaces in
different configurations of liquid flow are presented. Then, details of different
experimental techniques are presented that are used to measure the slip on these
superhydrophobic surfaces.
Particle image velocimetry is a direct measurement of the slip length since it
measures the velocity profile of the fluid in the vicinity of the superhydrophobic
surfaces. The measurements in this case are also more local and can probe
the liquid flow in different parts of the surface; on the shear-free part (liquid–
gas interface) and also on the low-slip part (solid–liquid interface). The other
techniques described in this review are indirect measurements. In these cases,
the slip length is extracted from torque measurements (rheometry experiments),
flow rate versus pressure-drop measurements (pressure-drop experiments) and
from damping versus distance (SFA and AFM experiments). The rheometry and
pressure-drop experiments are useful only for a large slip length due to the low
resolution of such techniques. Furthermore, the measured flow is an average flow
on the whole surface and on the whole gap of the microchannel. The SFA also
provides an average value of the flow; however, it has the benefit of probing the
flow at the nanoscale by changing the gap between the confining surfaces. The
AFM experiments can provide local measurements of the boundary conditions
by changing the probed position on the surfaces. They also have the benefit of
controlling the gap of the flow (from a few of micrometres to nanometres), and
produce measurements with high accuracy down to a few nanometres.
15
Although the field of slip of the liquid flow on a superhydrophobic surface
has been extensively studied, as we have shown in this review; however, many
challenges remain. It has been shown by the SFA experiments that the liquid–gas
menisci on superhydrophobic surfaces play an important role on the boundary
conditions of the liquid flow. The gas trapped at solid surfaces can act as an
anti-lubricant and promote high friction. Therefore, controlling the shape of
the meniscus will allow the tuning of the boundary conditions at the surface.
This may be done by use of the electrowetting process, which is a promising
technique [35,36].
Liquid flow at turbulent flow (high Reynolds numbers) is another interesting
topic to be examined. For laminar flow, the reported slip was independent of
flow rate; however, for turbulent flow, recent results demonstrated that the slip
increased with increasing Reynolds number, and substantial reduction of friction
coefficient was also reported [37]. The upper value of the slip and the maximum
drag reduction is still unknown in the high Reynolds number regime. The role of
the curvature of the shear-free interface on the slip in turbulent flow needs to be
studied.
The authors thank Yunlu Pan for critical reading of the paper.
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